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EXPLANATORY NOTES
DEFINITIONS

Tenant

= a farmer cultivating land exclusivity under sharecropping contract and
socially tied to thelandowner: abbreviation T.
Farmowner
= a farmer cultivatingfieldswhichareinhisownpossession:abbreviation F.
Gross area
= total land in a specific area.
Waste land
= land unsuitable for agriculture.
Arable land
= land, which is suitable for agriculture or can easily be made suitable for
agriculture.
arable land = gross area lesswaste land.
Idle land
= land potentially suitable for agriculture, but at present in use for other
purposes.
Farmland
= land taken up in a rotation system, including areas permanently under
crops.
Cultivated land = land cropped during a period of a year, including permanently cropped
areas.
cultivated land = farmland lessfallow land.
Fallow land
= farmland lyingfallow within therotation system.
fallow land = farmland less cultivated land.
Miri land
= land the ownership of which basically belongs to the state; the right of
utilizing may begivenbythe state toindividuals.
Mulk land
= land held in absolute ownership.
Waqfland
= land dedicated to certain educational or charity institutions or purposes.
IRAQI MEASURES

one meshara
= 2500m2.
oneIraqiDinar (abbreviation ID) = oneEnglish £
one
fils
= one thousands of a Dinar.

$2.80.

INTRODUCTION
From December 1, 1957 till April 30, 1958 and from October 1, 1958 till
May 30, 1959, surveys were carried out in connection with planned irrigation
improvements in the south-west of Iran and a drainage scheme in Iraq.
The irrigation project in Iran covered an area of 125.000 ha. on both sides
of the river Dez, in the province of Khuzestan. A technical study was not only
required, but also basic facts had to be collected regarding the agricultural
economic setting needed for a wellfounded advice on the size of farms and on
the economical aspects of the project. The study was entrusted to Nederlandsche Heidemaatschappij.
The drainage project in Iraq included an area of 400.000 ha. located between
thetownsof Hillaand Diwaniyaonbothsides oftheHillaandDaghghara canals.
This areais subject to strong salinisation of the soil,and in order to stop further
deterioration of the soil and to improve the agricultural conditions, drainage
is considered necessary. The Iraq Government called in Netherlands Engineering Consultants (Nedeco) for the planning of a drainage scheme. On behalf of
Nedeco Nederlandsche Heidemaatschappij and Messrs Dwars, Heederik &
Verhey carried out the investigation and the planning.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62 (1), 1-99 (1962)
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In both projects the author was appointed to collect the data regarding the
agricultural and economic conditions and prospects which would be needed
for an evaluation of the projects and which should provide the agricultural
basis for the technical designs.
Irrigation and drainage are as a matter of fact technical measures aiming at
the development ofthe agricultural potentials and an increase of the production
level. Irrigation and drainage systems open up possibilities for improvement
of agriculture, but no more. The efficiency of the irrigation and drainage systems depends to a large extent upon the skill and willingness of the farmer to
make use of the newly created possibilities in the proper way. For, in agriculture it is the farmer who in the end decides whether certain measures will be
applied on his farm. Therefore, technical measures which aim at an increase of
the income of the farmer and through him of the income of the country depend
ultimately on the willingness and ability of the farmer to utilize the possibilities
presented to him.
The aim of this agronomic study has been to gain a thorough insight into the
general and economic conditions of the farmer in the Hilla-Diwaniya and Dez
areas. Therefore the present farming standard, the income level, the prosperity level and the subsistence aspects have been studied extensively.
Because the survey in Iraq hasbeenmoreintensivethanthesurvey inIran,the
results of the study concerning the Hilla-Diwaniya project are presented in this
publication. However, the survey methods followed in this area were based
upon experience gained in Iran; therefore the investigation methods in both
projects will be discussed.
When reading these pages it should be kept in mind that in Iraq since the
revolution of 1958 the laws concerning land tenure have drastically changed
but that at the time of the surveys in the field the old system of landlords and
tenants still existed.
In many less developed countries technical measures like drainage and
irrigation are nearly always unavoidable as a first step towards development,
but without a follow-up aiming at a general agricultural development by means
of agrarian reform, agricultural education and extension, plant protection,
fertilizing, selection and improvement of the live-stock and crops and agricultural credit facilities etc., such technical measures will not attain their full end.
Technical measures and their application have to be adapted to the circumstances and human conditions prevailing in the area under consideration.
Probably the most valuable asset in developing backward economies is the
knowledge of the basic economical values of the population concerned. The
appraisal of these values gives a basis to decide what can be done, how fast it
can be done and what resistances may be expected. The knowledge of the
socio-economic situation proves extremely useful and the success or the failure
of a technical project may rest upon details that at first seem of minor importance to the technical planner.
The data collected are dealt with in such a way as to bring forward a series
of basic data regarding the economics of subsistence farming on which the
agriculture in these regions still appears to be based. This field of knowledge
must be considered to be of primary importance for the planning of measures
for the economic development of less advanced countries. This knowledge
itself isstillin its infancy and deserves much more attention and study.
4
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL ECONOMIC SETTING OF IRAQ
1.1. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

Iraq is an agrarian country and apart from oil-winning few industrial
activities are found. Although in oil Iraq possesses not only a source of foreign
exchange but also a cheap source of power and raw materials, economically
thestructure ofthecountry istoagreatextent determined byan underdeveloped
agriculture nearly on a levelof subsistence farming inlargeparts of the country.
This economy is reflected in the imports and exports as given in table 1.1.
TABLE 1.1. Importsandexportsbymaincommoditiesin 1957 (14)
In 1000 I D

Agricultural products
Oil
Other products
Total value

Imports

Exports

23,458
88,588

10,622
113,155
2,289

112,046

126,066

The oil wealth yields the greater part of the income of the Government,
either directly or indirectly.
1.2. POPULATION

The following table shows the figures of male and female population for
1947 and 1957.
TABEL 1.2. Population in Iraq (in millions) (14)

Total
Males
Females
Rural
Urban

1947

1957

Increase

Annual %
increase

5.20
2.65
2.55
3.45
1.75

6.50
3.30
3.20
4.05
2.45

1.30
0.65
0.65
0.70
0.60

2.35
2.40
2.30
2.00
2.80

The differences between the preliminary estimates of the 1957 census of
population with the previous one in 1947 is striking. The nomad pastoralists
are a typical element in the non-urban population of Iraq, amounting to some
250.000 persons (5% of the total population) according to the latest data.
The average density ofthepopulation of Iraq isonly26persons per km2.
The number of persons employed in a gainful occupation in Iraq has been
estimated at about 2 million for the year 1956. This figure excludes students,
soldiers, pensioners, etc. and also house-wives and other women engaged in
unpaid domestic duties.
The distribution is as follows:
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62 (1), 1-99 (1962)
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TABLE 1.3. Distribution of theworkingpopulation inIraq in 1956bysectors. (14)
Number engaged
(in thousands)

Percent
of total

Agriculture
Industry andpublic utilities
Mining of petroleum
Transport
Building public works and banking
Distributive trades
Service industries
Personal services, including Government and
professions

1,610
115
13
56
38
60
38

78.8
5.6
0.6
2.7
1.9
2.9
1.9

116

5.6

Total

2,046

100.0

Agriculture absorbs nearly four fifths ofall persons gainfully employed, a
proportion totally out oflinewiththecontribution ofagriculture tothe national
income, one of the conspicuous aspects inparticular of less developed countries
(cf. table 1.6.).
1.3. AGRICULTURE

According totheAgricultural Census of 1952-1953 farmland amounted to
22.6 million mesharas, ofwhich 10.1 million were sown and 11.2 million were
fallow. The remainder was used for orchards, vine-yards, permanent pasture,
etc.. Consequently noless thanhalf the farmland lies fallow every year, while
only a fraction is employed on high value (summer) crops. More than nine
tenths of the farmland area aresown with barley and wheat, while theonly
important summer crop isrice.
According to an unofficial estimate thetotal live-stock of Iraq (excluding
poultry) is made up of 10million sheep, 3 million goats, 1.5 million cattle,
0.7 million buffaloes and1.8million other animals (59). The1952-1953 AgriTABLE 1.4. Agricultural output (54)
Commodity

Wheat
Barley
Rice
Cotton
Dates
Oil seeds
Fruits and vegetables
Corn and sorghum
Tobacco
Forage crops
Total Agriculture
Animal products
Forest products
Grand total

Output
(1,000 tons)

Value of output 1 )
(1,000 ID)

877
1,079
130
44
350
15

19,000
13,000
3,900
3,100
3,500
500
6,000
2,000
1,000
2,500

200
7
1,250

_
-

54,500
20,000
500
75,000

') Current prices 1957.
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cultural Census enumerated 4.5 million sheep and 1.6 million goats on agricultural holdings.
The agricultural output (1957) is estimated in table 1.4.
The land tenure in Iraq is a pattern of very big landowner holdings and
relatively small units of family owned farms.
The distribution ofland holdings in 1952-1953 according tosizeisgiveninthe
following table:
TABLE 1.5. Distribution ofland holdingsbysize1952-1953 (59)
Size
(in mesharas)

Number
(in thousands)

Under 40
40— 79
80 — 199
200 — 399
400 — 799
800 — 1.999
2,000 — 3.999
4,000 — 9.999
10,000 and over

76.0
19.4
23.9
7.9
3.4
3.0
1.2
0.7
0.3

The former Government published only the number of holdings in each size
interval with no indication of the size of farms actually operated by farmers.
Thus the value of the figures is limited and gives no real data about the size of
the farms of farmowners or tenants.
The key to agriculture in Iraq is irrigation water. Taking Iraq as a whole it
may be said that land resources in relation to labour would be abundant, if
water were made available. Agriculture in the northern region of the country is
rainfed. In the central and south areas agriculture is possible only on irrigated
land. In the central part frequent overirrigation results in increasing salinisation of the soil because drainage is lacking. In the most southern part of the
country there isan adequate drainage on account of the tides.
The Hilla-Dyaniya area is situated in the central part.
1.4. NATIONAL INCOME

The national income of Iraq in 1956 has been estimated at ID 303 million
which comes to about ID 48 per head (or some U.S. $ 140). Superficially this
compares well with other countries in the Middle East and is more than twice
that of India or Iran. Moreover, real income per head has risen by two thirds
since 1950 (14) (24).
The growth of national income and the contribution of agriculture and the
oil industry are illustrated in table 1.6.
Theestimates oftheincome per capita for 1950 and 1956 are for the various
sectors:

Agriculture
Non-agriculture and non-oil
Disparity factor

1950

1956

17ID
75 ID
0.23

16ID
120ID
0.13
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TABLE 1.6. NationalincomeofIraq (inmillionsofID) (54)
A. Current prices

Total national income
Oil industry
Non-oil sectors
of which agriculture
Per capita national income
of which non-oil sector
Imports

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

158
8
150
72
28
27
38

184
19
165
73
32
29
52

217
44
173
72
37
30
62

259
57
202
79
44
35
96

268
75
193
84
44
32
73

289
81
208
62
47
32
98

303
76
227
78
48
36
113

307
49
35
6.2.

303
48
36
6.4

B. Constant (1956) prices
Total national income
Per capita national income
of which non-oil sector
Population (millions)

165
30
29
5.6

179
31
28
5.7

199
34
28
5.8

276
46
37
5.9

291
48
35
6.1

It can be seen that the two thirds increase in per capita real income since
1950 has been due almost exclusively to the striking expansion of the oil
industry and that there has been relatively little progress in the rest of the
economy, more particularly in agriculture. There has been nevertheless a fast
rate of increase ofimports, namely three times the level of 1950in value.
CHAPTER 2

THE INQUIRY METHODOLOGY
2.1. GENERAL

The experience gained in a former survey in Iran proved to be very helpful
during the survey in Iraq. Therefore, although the survey in Iran was less
extensive, it was thought useful to present the survey methodologies of both
Iran and Iraq, while only the results of the Iraq survey are worked out. The
purpose of the surveys was to acquire an insight as detailed as possible into
the agricultural economic situation of the farmowners and tenants of the areas.
Severaldifficulties wereencountered in both survey areas and it may be expected that in the Middle East each specific area willpresent other characteristics.
The staff of the surveys consisted in Iraq of the indispensable interpreter,
the author of the present work and three students of the Agricultural University of Wageningen. In Iran an economic trained Iranian acted as interpreter. Allinterviewing wasdone bythe staffitself. The interpreters inIraq had
to be trained before they could be put to work. The survey was performed in
accordance with a plan made beforehand. First of all a literature research was
made at the home office after which the aerial photographs were studied. Then
the survey wascontinued inthefield.Thisfieldsurvey consisted of:
1. A reconnaissance study: a provisional study to collect basic data from the
official sources and to acquire insight in the conditions of the area in order
to be able to make a classification into agricultural regions.
8
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2. The sampling of a limited number of farmers and landowners in accordance
with a certain scheme. The choice of the farmers and landowners to be
interviewed was made in accordance with a certain sampling technique.
3. The interview:in order to collect the necessary data farmers and landowners
were interviewed.
4. The preliminary analysis of figures and data and the straightening out of
inconsistencies in further interviews.

2.2. THE OFFICE SURVEY

The office survey was that part of the survey which could be carried out at
the home office before entering the field.
2.2.1. Literature research
Before starting the field survey proper the existing literature on economical,
agricultural and social aspects of the areas and of the relevant country was
studied at the home office. Apart from some more specific studies, such as
'Landlord and Peasant' (31)and some land tenure studies (28)(42),the bulk of
the literature does not give more than a general idea about the country, the
agriculture, the economy and/or the population; detailed studies were found to
be very scarce. With regard to the areas which had to be surveyed, practically
no knowledge appeared to be available (8) (12) (57). Besides the agricultural
economic literature (15) (31) (33) (36) (48) (54) (58), also literature about
religion and the attitude towards life of the Persian and Arab people was
studied (2) (20) (22) (31) (47).
2.2.2. The study of the aerial photographs
Another important part of the home office survey was the study of the aerial
photographs of the areas. Agricultural surveys covering large areas are without
the help of aerial photographs, if not quite impossible, at least very timeconsuming. Especially in less developed countries where - as was the case in
Iran - neither cadastral, nor topographical maps, nor maps of the irrigation
system are available, aerialphotographs can be of great help.In Iraq a cadastral
map, though obsolete, could be used for the field work, but also here a road
map was not available. Consequently such a map had to be drawn up by the
fieldteam and for this purpose the aerialphotographs wereextremely useful.
The advantage of aerial photographs is that the position of rivers, roads,
villages, hills and other important characteristics are clearly shown. In the arid
and semi-arid areas aerial photographs are particularly useful because the
topographical situation is hardly disturbed by trees or other overgrowth.
Another great advantage of aerial photographs isthat they givethe investigator
a clear bird's eye view of the total area, whichcan be studied at any time at the
office and from which he acquires an excellent picture of the mutual coherence,
especially by using mosaics on a small scale (1:50,000). However, for the field
work mosaics on a scale of 1:25,000 were made, which proved to be more
useful.
The study of the use and the advantages of aerial photographs in less developed countries are extensively described by several authors (7)(13).
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62 (1), 1-99 (1962)
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When using aerialphotographs several factors have to be taken into account.
Field surveys are absolutely necessary to interprète the aerial photographs
correctly. The ideas conceived in the office have to be checked in order to
understand and distinguish the different characteristics.
An aerial photograph usually shows more than can be discovered in the
field, sinceit can tell a story of ages, especially in the Middle East, where there
was a flourishing culture centuries ago. Another problem is the timelack
between the dates of the aerial survey and the field survey. A different agricultural pattern may be found in thefieldif this survey is carried out in another
season than the aerial survey. It is therefore important to know when the
photographs are taken. The weather conditions of the days on which the
flights are carried out may differ. This might result in darker or lighter colours
of the different parts of the compound mosaic. Variety of colour can also be
caused by differences in humidity of soil. Without field surveys it is impossible
to say what varieties one has to do with.
Because the cultivated areasarecoloured considerably darker than the fallow
or idle lands,it ispossible to measure the different areas by means of a planeograph. As reliable official figures were lacking, the aerial mosaics supplied the
investigator with quantitative data without which a classification in regions of
typical agricultural patterns would hardly have been possible.
2.3. THE FIELD SURVEY

2.3.1. Reconnaissance survey
The reconnaissance survey was the first phase of the field survey in the areas.
It can be divided into two distinct stages:
a. the survey of official sources of information;
b. the initial field survey;
resulting in a classification of the areas into agricultural regions.
The survey of official s o u r c e s of i n f o r m a t i o n .
After an interpreter had been found (cf. 2.3.3) and an appropriate means of
conveyance was at disposal, which was all-important on account of the long
distances and bad road conditions, an official visit was paid to the highest
government official in charge of the area in which the areas lay. The purpose of
the study was explained and the cooperation of the officials was made sure of.
The subsequent calls to the less important officials were utilized to get hold of
all available statistical data concerning population, farmsize, live-stock, yield of
crops, etc..
In Iran as well as in Iraq these first calls were not too successful, they are
however indispensable.Theyare not only a matter of courtesy but they are also
needed to acquire the cooperation of the local authorities withhout which the
survey may bejeopardized. It was necessary for the staff to get used to the
manners and customs of the population and the way of approach had to be
adapted to the nature and mentality of the people. Moreover, the investigator
himself was not yetsufficiently wellinformed at that stage to put the questions
in the precise way. Therefore a more intensive questioning of these officials
was delayed until more insight was acquired into the local conditions and
situations. Later on when some more experience and knowledge was gained the
10
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results were much better. Anyhow there were enough days available to call on
these officials when weather conditions hampered the fieldwork. Still it was
necessary to find out during these first visits whether cadastral and topographical maps, maps of the irrigation system as well as road maps and/or maps
showing the locations of the villages were available, and if so, whether copies
could be acquired or whether they had to be made by the surveyors themselves.
In this stage of the survey a list was made up of the names of villages, irrigation canals, etc., which were found on the various maps. To prevent confusion
the various members ofthe research team agreed upon provisional names of the
villages, etc.. As the information about theareasincreased, it was possible for
the staff to improve and complete the original list accordingly. For the final
wording of the report, a definite spelling of the names of the villages, etc., was
decided upon.
The i n i t i a l field survey
Normally a team of fieldworkers sent out by a consulting firm is not familiar
withthe conditionsprevailingin the area under study. Animportant part of the
initial field survey therefore was a number of field trips which were essential to
make the investigators familiar with the areas and to make them accustomed
to the interpretation of the aerial photographs. For this purpose the drawing
up of a map of the passable roads and a landuse map on the mosaics was very
useful.
The designing of the roadmap was done by all team members together.
Although the work would advance more quickly, if every member took a part
of the area for his account, working together was prefered because in this way
there was an excellent opportunity for them to get used to each other and to
acquire knowledge of the geography of the area. The team of fieldworkers got
the first impressions of the new and most unusual surroundings and were then
afterwards in a better position to recognize on the mosaics the objects in the
field and to distinguish the different agricultural patterns.
Thelanduse map could be drawn, be it roughly, from the aerial photographs.
During the initial field survey, it was possible to mark for exclusion the areas
not suitable for agriculture like floodplains, rivers, roads, waste land, such as
dunes, hills, etc.. Thelandusemap provided an impression of the land suitable
for agriculture and facilitated the classification of the area into specific areas
with specific agricultural and economical aspects.
The reconnaissance studyresulted in a preliminary classification of the areas
into agricultural region. This classification is dealt with in Chapter 3.
2.3.2. The sampling technique
General
Naturally a survey of alltheunits of a 'continuum'provides the most reliable
data, though it is time-consuming and expensive and superfluous for the purposes of such a study as the present one. The survey of a certain percentage of
theunitsissufficient, provided a number of aspectsisnot lost sight ofin making
thechoice.Therefore a certain insight into thecharacteristics ofthe 'continuum'
is indispensable.
A statistical sample is a cross section of the entire group. The sample must
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62(1), 1-99 (1962)
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represent all the characteristics found in the group, otherwise it will give
misleading results. W. Y. YANG (50) writes: 'When about 20 farms for cross
tabulation included in one class have been interviewed, the addition of more
farms willnot materially change the results.' This might be true, because in this
case he refers to farms which possess similar characteristics or fall within the
range of specific upper and lower limits of a recognized variable. But the
difficulty is that it is hardly possible to recognize this sort of classes in less
developed countries at the beginning of a survey. Therefore the investigators
stuck to the theory: 'The larger the sample, the better the estimate.' (25).
However, size onlydoes not guarantee that the estimate willbe accurate.
More practical isthe stratified sampling, whichmeans taking from the group
concerned samples in sub-classes having certain characteristics in common
which are easyto recognize and relevant for the survey.
The stratified sampling in the areas was based on a classification according
to the type of agriculture and land tenure.
The s a m p l i n g in t h e Dez a r e a
The farmers in Iran live exclusively in villages which are joint-owned by
landlords who possess a share in the production. In the villages there are three
groups of inhabitants: farmer-tenants, farmhands and part-time agricultural
labourers.Inthevillagesthere areno non-agriculturists. Allfarmers are tenants.
Farmowners were not found in the Dez area apart from a few around the town
of Dezful. This,asamatter offact, simplified the survey considerably.
In each class of the classified area a number of villages was selected for the
survey. This number was dependent on the total number of villages in the class
and their size. For this selection it was necessary to mark the situation of the
villages on the mosaics, because then the spreading of the villages in the area
would be clear. By paying short visits to all villages it was possible to note
down the names ofthe villages and of the owners, and moreover it was possible
to check the classification of landownership made previously. Three classes of
landowners were encountered named 'powerful', 'middle class' and 'small'
landlords in accordance with the magnitude of their interest in the land (cf.
figure3.1).
Figure 2.1 shows the spreading of the villages of which data were collected.
In the dry farming area 36.4%, in the irrigated farming area 'powerful landlords' 24.3%, 'middle class landlords' 23.9% and among the 'small landlords'
21.3%of the total number ofvillages were surveyed.
Itisamathematical theorythat, ifonlyafewobjects ofoneclassare available,
100% has to be investigated, whereas if there is a great number of them, a
smaller percentage may lead to a safe conclusion. Therefore the percentage of
the villages investigated in the dry farming area had to be considerably higher
than in the irrigated areas.
The s a m p l i n g in the H i l l a - D i w a n i y a a r e a
The sampling in this area was also based on the landtenure conditions. Here
werebesidespowerful and middle class landlords alsofarmowners encountered.
To acquire the right spreading of sampling during the inquiry the area classified was panelled as follows:
12
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20,000 meshara sectors for theland holdings > 4,000mesharas(cf. photograph
2.21),
5,000meshara sectors for the land holdings < 4,000mesharas (cf. photograph
2.32),
1,250 meshara sectors for the farmowners (cf. photograph 2.43).
The size of the sectors was decided upon somewhat arbitrarily, taking into
account as much as possible the average size of the holdings in general and the
density of the population.
An area chiefly planted with date-palms was not suitable for this panel of
sectors, because here the farmowners live in villages. Therefore in every village
of this area some farmers were questioned.
In each sector of the landowners one sheikh and a number of his tenants and
in each sector of the farmowners one farmer taken at random was interviewed.
The choice in one and the same sector was made by the investigator. This
arbitrariness inside the sector gave the investigator the possibility to replace
persons who were difficult to interview by persons who were more willing to
answer questions.
In a holding of > 4,000 mesharas a sheikh or landowner may possess a
holding which covers more than one sector. In that case the tenants who were
questioned were chosen from the various sectors.
2.3.3. The interview
General
Both the interview and the observation are parts of the process of investigation. In the course of an interview the interviewer questions his subject to
obtain the particular data wanted. BEATRICE WEBBregarded theinterview as an
instrument of research and discovery, a device for investigation most useful to
theeconomist or sociologist. This devicecompensates for theinability to use the
chemist's test tube or thebiologist's microscope (51).
Theinterview according to FRY (17)should belimited to four main purposes:
a. to gain access to objective data,
b. to obtain opportunity for observation,
c. to determine facts which vary with particular persons in particular circumstances,
d. to ascertain opinions, attitudes or trends in belief.
The most outstanding advantages of the personal interview according to
PARTEN (37) are :

a. The information secured in this way is likely to be more correct than that
secured by other techniques, since the interviewer can clear up seemingly
inaccurate answers by explaining the question to the informant. If the latter
deliberately falsifies replies, the interviewer may be trained to spot such
cases and use special devices to get the truth.
b. Return visits to complete items on the schedule or to correct mistakes can
usually be made without annoying the informant. Thus greater numbers of
usable returns are assured than when other methods are employed.
1

), 2) and 3): these photographs are presented after the appendix.
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c. Questions about which the informant islikely to be sensitive can be carefully
sandwiched in by the interviewer.
d. The language of the survey can be adopted to the ability or educational level
of the person interviewed.
The limitations of the personal interview are:
a. The transportation cost and the time required to cover addresses in a large
area.
b. The human equation may distort the return. If an interviewer has a certain
economic bias, for example, he may unconsciously ask the question so as to
secure confirmation of his views.
c. The organization required for selecting, training and supervising a field
staff is more complex than that needed for surveys conducted by other
methods.
In a less developed country the personal interview is usually the only type
of investigation that will give reliable data, because most of the informants are
illiterate.
In aid of theinterviewer in both areas specialinquiry forms were made which
suited the local circumstances as much as possible. The use of forms gives the
interviewer the possibility - for many persons are asked the same questions to compare during the elaboration of the data, the figures and results of the
different groups investigated. Nevertheless the use of forms did not refrain
the field team from collecting all other data which could be obtained, for these
data were very important for a broader knowledge of the conditions prevailing
in the areas.
As it ishardly possible to make the forms complete at the beginning as many
important facts werenot discovered before the interview, the forms'were completed and improved duringthesurveywork. Sointhe course of the survey the
personnel gradually became better informed and could ask the questions in a
more adequate wording. On the other hand the danger arises that the investigators might become biassed and lessattentivetoslightdeviations.Theleader of
the team should be on the alert that theinterviewers remain objective as much
as possible.
As the interviewers did not speak the local language, it was impossible to
work without an interpreter. Much attention was paid to the selection of this
person. Besides an agricultural and economic education, the interpreter had to
be able to interview both the socially important people, such as the landowners,
and thesimpleilliterate peasants. Hehad to create a spherethat madeit possible
that both categories felt at ease. The farmers were met in a friendly way in their
own familiar surroundings and any official attitude was avoided in order not to
hamper the correctness of the answers. It is also very important that the interpreter is absolutely objective. The interviewers have to be constantly on the
alert to prevent the interpreter not to insert his own 'knowledge' into the answers.
Before the field team started the interview proper, they made sure of the
cooperation of the landowners. Even if the farmers complained of harsh treatment on thepart ofthelandowners, theinvestigator remained neutral. For ifthe
landowners did not favour the investigation it would be very difficult to collect
reliable figures.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62 (I), 1-99 (1962)
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It was assumed that the person interviewed would try to answer as honestly
as possible. This must have been the case for most answers, because for the
illiterate farmer it is hardly possible to hoodwink the investigator constantly.
Still at the beginning the investigator was apt to assume that the answers were
not correct. This was mainly caused by the fact that the questions were too
difficult for the farmers. Therefore the questions were simplified. If for instance
information was wanted as to the number of live-stock of the farmer, questions
were asked on the various kinds of animals separately. Even if the farmer said
that he had cows, he was asked expressly the number of them. If it was asked
how much milk was produced by a cow, the farmer answered for instance that
his cow gave three bottles of milk. It was up to the investigator to find out,
whether these three bottles of milk were the production of milking once or the
total milk production of one day. In the same way it was necessary to ask the
farmer for how many months of the year the cow gave milk.
The problem was even more complicated, if figures regarding the yield of
wheat per farm were wanted. Suppose a farmer had a wheat acreage of 10mesharas. Such a farmer would, if interviewed, say quite seriously that his yield
amounted to 400 kilos. By this he meant that only 400 kilos were left after he
had paid 500 kilos for rent, 50 kilos to the agent responsible for the collection
of the rent of the landowner, and 50kilos to those who had done the threshing
and the transportation of the crop. This example shows clearly that, before
starting the inquiry survey, some basic knowledge of the typical feudal agricultural systems and methods is necessary. For people in less advanced areas
are not at all accustomed to answer questions and the mere sight of an interviewer usually makes them nervous and little inclined to answer questions,
because domestic problems, personal affairs and opinions are not discussed in
the presence of outsiders. An Egyptian farmer, for instance, is reluctant to tell
how much milk his buffalo gives daily, because in his opinion it will cause the
milk to dry up. His answer to the inquiry is: 'Enough' (5). In Nigeria any
attempt to measure a man's farm means trouble. In the same way, certain
areas in East Africa were excluded from the recent world agricultural census
on political grounds (16). The people in Iran were reluctant to give the ages of
the members of their family in an interview because they supposed that, sooner
or later, the data would be used to require military service of them. Moreover,
quite a number of people who died during the last war were never reported
to be dead to the official authorities, because sugar in that period was given
on ratio ot the number of persons per family. 'The interviewer has to reckon
with exaggeration of the data on debts, cultivation costs, and with underestimating of the yields. The villagers do not maintain accounts of their income
and expenditure and this makes it difficult to find out farmer's economic
situation' (35).
T h e i n t e r v i e w in I r a n
It must be stated that from the survey no true picture of the existing agricultural economic situation could be acquired without checking andcross checking
the data obtained. Therefore the data were collected from three different
sources:from the representative of the landowner, from the tenants and from
the landowner himself.
The social status of the inhabitants of the village needs some comment. The
16
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chief authority in the village is the 'kadghoda'. In theory this man must be
appointed by the next highest administrative officer, but in many cases this
formality isnot observed. In fact thelandowners selectand pay their kadghoda.
In the Dez area the villages are always ruled by only one kadghoda, even if
there are more owners per village. There are two aspects as to the kadghoda's
function in the village. On the one hand he is responsible to the officials of the
government (especially the police officers). He represents the government and
accordingly is feared and distrusted if he sides with the authorities. On the
other hand he is the paid representative of the landlords and therefore he is
responsiblefor carrying out thewillofthelandlords.The kadghoda isa resident
of the village. He may oi may not be literate. He has several duties:he assists
the police officers in their investigations or arrests in the village and also helps
to select male villagers for conscription. He settles disputes, punishes defiant
people, controls the work gangs and the distribution of water. Though he may
delegate his controling functions to other village servants,he has the final say.
His power in the village is well recognized.
Other people standing in high esteem in the village are the elders, the religiousleader, and ifthere is a school, the school teacher. The eldersmay or may
not act asan effective council. In somevillages they are calledinfor consulation
by the kadghoda and in others the kadghoda governs by himself. There is
usually a permanent resident religious leader in larger villages, while travelling
leaders visit the smaller ones on special occasions. Their influence varies
greatly as does the respect shown to them. Some are politically quite active and
many frequently read the newspaper to the villagers.
The social status in the village is based mainly on wealth and power. The
homes of the kadghoda and the school teacher are the centres of social life.
As there are no teahouses in the villages, villagers meet after work at one of
these two houses, where they may on special occasions be feasted and where
local events and to some extent national events are discussed, if in the group
there issomeone who hasheard thelatest news.
The almost servile condition of the peasantry isnot due to a legal system, but
originates in history and in the indifference or weakness of the unstable governments of the past. Equality of race and classis recognized by Moslem law. The
present constitution ofIran and Iraq lays down that allcitizens are equal before
the law. A complete absence of caste is indeed characteristic for the social
structure and itiseasyto enter ahigher socialclass.
Usually the kadghoda, preferably in the presence of some elders, was questioned first, then the inquiry of a number of tenants took place and afterwards
the data obtained were checked with the information given by the landlords.
Before starting the study of the villages selected for inquiry, some other
villages were visited to make the investigator familiar with the inquiry methods
and to make him acquainted with all problems and difficulties which might
arise.
In Iran it became clear that nobody in the village could supply any total
figures on the number of farmers, live-stock, land acreage or whatsoever in the
village present. Only the individual data of each farmer was known. Therefore
in every village a list had to be made containing the names of all the farmers.
The kadghoda with some elders could then give full information of every
farmer. Thisinformation waschecked byinterviewing somefarmers not present
during the questioning of the kadghoda and the data obtained had to tally
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62 (1), 1-99 (1962)
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with the data obtained from the kadghoda. Very seldom could considerable
differences be found. A final checking of the figures of acreages, yields, livestock, tenancy conditions, etc. was donebythe investigators together with the
landowners.
During the survey in the villages very peculiar acreage measures were met.
A good understanding of the measures was indispensable for a correct inquiry.
The 'khish'
The unit of area in the Dez area is the khish. This is an area of land which
can be tilled by one farmer who owns two draught animals. In one and the
same village the khish always denotes the same size of land and is determined
by the quantity of land which belongs to the village and the number of draught
animals present in one village.As a farmer may own \, 1or even more khishes,
the number of khishes does not correspond with the number of tenants in the
village. In some villages even a distinction is made between mule, horse or
donkey khishes. The mule or horse khish is then 2 or \\ times as large asthe
donkey khish. In this case the tractive power of the animals is taken into
account. In particular in the dry farming areas this difference is noteworthy.
In other villages, and this is especially the case in the irrigated farming area,
no specialdistinction ismade betweenthedifferent tractive power of the animals
and here all khishes are of the same size.
After noting down the names of the khish holders (tenants who are entitled
to till land) it was possible to determine the number of khishes per tenant and
the total number of khishes per village.
The acreage of the khish is determined by the number of 'mahn' wheat.
The ' m a h n '
The measures of acreage in the rural Dez area differ considerably from the
normal Western European ones.The hectare and acre units are unknown and
the farmer indicates his wheat, barley, rice, sesame or fallow area always in
'mahn' wheat.
Originally in the Dez area the mahn is a weight unit which corresponds with
1\ kilos (in other areas in Iran the mahn is 3J kilos) (31). With reference to an
area of land 1mahn corresponds with an area which can be sown with 1\ kilos
of wheat seed. But the sowing density is not equal in the whole area and in
order to know the landuse and yield, the investigator must examine the sowing
density carefully in every village.
T h e c r o p p i n g p a t t e r n in t h e Dez area
Without afull understanding ofthecroppingpattern intheareas an economic
study is impossible. As basically the cropping pattern is the same both in Iran
and Iraq, and even in large parts of the Middle East, this pattern will be dealt
with extensively.
Even though the farmers have a rotation scheme, they find it hard to explain
this system verbally and the investigator has to go to the fields with the farmers
to get a good insight into the pattern. In the field the farmers can show what
field was cropped in the previous year, what field is cropped now and what
field will be cropped next year. In order to find out the cropping pattern, the
time ofthe year at which a cropwasplanted and the frequency withwhich each
18
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crop returned to the same field were examined. It is possible - since in the
Middle East winter and summer crops can be grown - to crop a certain field
in winter for 100%, but it is also possible to crop the same field for 100% in
summer. The cultivation system in Iran and Iraq is still the old 'Niren-Niren'
system, by which 50% of the fields is cropped and 50%is left fallow in winter
time. The summer crops are planted in the same field that has been used for
winter crops but, as the percentage of summer crops isvery small, (only 5-10%
of thetotalfields)the greater part of thesefieldsisleft fallow in summer.
The following figure gives an idea of this pattern:
First year

Second year

Third year

Fourth year

winter summer winter summer winter summer winter summer

100%

I fallow

winter
crop

As may be seen, the fields cropped in winter alternate every year.
The i n t e r v i e w in I r a q
In the area in Iraq the agricultural population consisted of landowners,
tenants and farmowners. It was decided to collect from the landowners general
information about areas cropped, crops planted, cropping practices, yields and
the number of their tenants. About 10% of the tenants of every landowner
questioned were interviewed in detail. For checking purposes both the landowners and the tenants were asked the same questions.
The landowner was usually seen in the 'mudhif' (cf. chapter 3). During the
interview the greater number of thelandowners consulted their agents and their
men of confidence, who more or less had the same function as the kadghodas
who were met in Iran.
If the purpose of the interview was explainedproperly to the landlord and if
the necessary regards were given him he was usually willing to cooperate. With
some ofthem itwasevenpossibletocometo more friendly terms,and especially
these landowners were of great help to explain historical agricultural ties and
to outline the organization of the local agriculture. Although they did not
forbid the interrogation of the farmers in their presence, they thought it
useless, and therefore the tenants were questioned in their own surroundings,
where they felt much more at ease.
During the interviewing of a farmer his relatives and Iriends gathered around
and discussed the answers given and soon all farmers found it interesting to be
questioned likewise.When, however, theyhad beenpresent duringthe questioning of one of them they were no longer useful for our purposes, as they were
prejudiced on account of the answers already given.
Another difficult circumstance was that usually the more well-to-do farmers
were anxious to be questioned, whereas the poorer ones stayed behind. The latter, however, had to be questioned as well.
Theinvestigator needsa great amount ofpatience. Askingthe same questions
in different ways again and again is an art that has to be learnt.
Many farms of the farmowners are managed by more than one family.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62 (1), 1-99 (1962)
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Usually the head of one of the families could explain the situation of the whole
farm. At such farms cultivation is done communally. The harvest is divided
according to the shares of the different families in the farm. The questioning
of the farmowners was more difficult than the interview of the tenants because
theformer havetheir ownland. Moretimehad to bemade availableto convince
them that nothing oftaxes or the like wasinvolved. It wasespecially hard to get
correctfiguresofcrop yieldand severalchecking questions had tobe put.
Since women are not allowed to take part in a discussion with men, and
certainly not when strangers are present, the interviewing was confined to the
men only.
Occasionally the inventory of a farm was examined. In this way a distinction
between poor and well-to-do farmers could be made before any question was
asked.
It was always necessary to inquire whether the farmowners worked only at
their own farms or occasionally for a landlord, because otherwise the farmer
would not mention it.
A number of farmers was interrogated on their food intake and dietary
habits. Before starting this investigation, some knowledge about these subjects
had to be acquired. Some farmers gave information about the diet of a day,
others on the diet of a week, and others on the diet of a year. In relation with
the production cycles at the farm considerable differences between the winter
andthesummerfood intakeexist. Specialattention hastobepaid not onlyto the
members of the family but also to the number and age of consumers within
one household.
2.4. THE ANALYSIS OF THE FACTS

An economic survey isnot finished when the data have onlybeen catalogued.
They also have to be analyzed. Therefore three preliminary steps were taken:
editing, classifying and coding and tabulating the data.
Editing involves a control of the data to be tabulated seeing to it that they
are:
a. accurate and reliable;
b. consistent with other facts secured;
c. uniformly entered;
d. ascomplete aspossibleinconnection withthepurpose ofthe survey;
e. acceptable for tabulation;
f. arranged so as to facilitate coding and tabulating (37).
The conclusion from a survey depends largely on a comprehensive and sound
classification of all facts assembled.
Coding constitutes another step in tabulation and consists of assigning a
number or symbol to each category of answer. Coding was done in the office,
which is the normal procedure (37). In the selection of codes it should be taken
into consideration, whether hand tabulation or machine tabulation is to be
used. When machine tabulation can be used, contact with the machine operators is extremely useful, because they can give advice as to how the data
should be coded.
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Tabulation is the summarization of results in the form of statistical tables
(21) (25). The advantage of tabulating data by statistical methods lies in the
clarity and precision, with which numerical data are presented. Quantitative
figure analyses of economic situations are usually more convincing than the
qualitative approach, and are capable of comparison with the findings of other
studies. Moreover, statistical tables save space by reducing explanatory and
descriptive statements to a minimum, facilitate the process of comparison and
usual presentation in the form of relations, make it easier to remember data,
again facilitate the summary of itemsand the detection of errors and omissions,
and finally provide a basis for computations (41).
Butthelife and theproblems of thefarmers must bestudied bya combination
of a number of methods and not by relying on the statistical approach only.
Therefore non-quantitative descriptions were fully utilized as well.
2.5. NUMBERS OF LANDOWNERS, TENANTS AND FARMOWNERS INTERVIEWED
IN THE HILLA-DIWANIYA AREA

In the final tabulations the records of the following families have been used:
26 landowners with holdings > 4,000 mesharas
197 tenants of landowners with holdings > 4,000 mesharas
61 landowners with holdings < 4,000 mesharas
179 tenants of landowners with holdings < 4,000 mesharas
236 farmowners
16villages of communal farmers
71 communal farmers
66 farmers of the date-palm area.
In addition a more detailed survey with regard to food intake of 195 farmowners and tenants was made.

CHAPTER 3

SOME ASPECTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE AREAS
3.1. GENERAL

In order to be able to make a stratified sampling a classification of the area
is indispensable. Such a classification, however, is highly determined by the
nature ofthestudy.In our studyeconomical differences shouldclearlybe shown.
During the initial field study it appeared that the social and economic structure of the agricultural population of the areas was extraordinarily homogeneous. All farmers were Moslems and a classification into religious classes did
not have to be considered. Neither the health situation nor the level of education showed material differences. Since superficially no differences could be
discovered the areas were classified according to two criteria:
1. typeof farming,
2. type of land tenure.
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In the area in Iran a dry farming and an irrigated fanning area could clearly
be distinguished, while in the area in Iraq, where all farming is irrigated, an
area used for annual crops and an area mainly planted with date-palms could
be distinguished. By means of the aerial photographs the boundaries of these
areas could be traced accurately.
The regions of the agricultural patterns were further subdivided into types
of land tenure. In the Middle East the type of land tenure is very important in
view of the size of the farm and hence the economics of the farm. Both in Iran
and Iraq the tenure of land is based on different rights (33)(48).

3.2. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE DEZ AREA

In the Dez area in Iran practically all farmland is mulk land controlled by
landlords. Part of the area is miri land, part of which is exploited by a development company and part by the government with tenants. The tenants employed on land managed by the government are working on the same terms as
the tenants under the landlords. The waqf lands are of little importance consisting of only a small part of the fields of one village and a small area south
of the town of Dezful.
Although all ownerrights in the Dez area are registered, no cadastral maps
are drawn up. The government and some pretended owners still dispute the
rights of some parts of the area. However, in fact, alsothedisputed areas are
managed by the landowners and they have the usufruct of it.
Most mulk land is owned by a group of persons as one body, each person
having a given share in the produce of the land. It iscommon practice to divide
the output of land (in many cases the fields which belong to one village) into
24 equal shares (popularly called 'peas'), which are sometimes subdivided into
24shareseach('barley') whilethe subdivision may evenberepeated inthe same
manner once again ('sesame').
Asan examplethe division ofavillageisgivenbelow:
Shares

Total

Owner

Peas

A
B
C
D
E
F

12
5

Barley

Sesame

-

10
13

16
8

2
2
2

-

-

23

+ 23

+ 24 = 24peas

Owner A may own 12/24 or 1/2 of this village. Owner B and Cbetween them
own 6peas or 1/4 of the village. The rest of the owners own 2/24 of the village
each. In fact the land of the village is not divided, only the rent as a part of the
harvest accruingto thelandowners willbedivided inaccordance withthe shares
of the landowners. These shares are saleable.
The relation between landownership and the irrigation system proved further
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to beveryclose. Probably asa result of thiscloserelationship between land and
water, ownership is based on a given property of land with the irrigation water
as one non-separable unit.
To classify the tenure rights in the Dez area the owners pattern of every
village had to be examined or - and this is much easier - the owners of the
irrigation feeders had to be found. For, every owner or group of owners own
their own canal. The aerial mosaics made it possible to determine the irrigation
districts and the boundaries of thefieldsthat belong to one village. As the share
in the maintenance of the irrigation canal is moreover closely related to the
share in the ownership, a conception though itbegeneral of the owners-pattern
could already be made at the beginning of the survey.
Somewhat arbitrarily it was decided to classify landowners with more than
four villages among powerful landowners, landowners with one to four villages
among middle class landowners, while landowners with one or only part of one
village were classified among small landlords and peasant landowners. On the
basis of these three groups the area was classified as is shown in figure 3.1.

3.3. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE HILLA-DIWANIYA AREA

During the initial field survey it appeared that there exists a strong relation
between the type of human settlements and the type of land tenure. Therefore
these settlements in Iraq were studied extensively before a classification into
regions of land tenure was decided upon. During this survey the aerial photographs proved to be extremely useful (cf. photographs 3.21) and 3.32).
3.3.1. Types ofhuman settlements
In the area different types of settlements could be found, the economical
and social meaning of which are determined by the function which they have
withrespect to agriculture and thepopulation ofthe area.
In the area of Iraq it was possible to distinguish the following types of settlements according to their importance:
a. large urban settlements;
b. local market settlements;
c. villages of the tenants;
d. rural settlements of farmowners;
e. camps of nomads.
T h e large u r b a n s e t t l e m e n t s
The large urban settlements are represented by the towns of Hilla situated
inthe north west ofthe area along the Hilla canal, and Diwaniya situated in the
south along the Diwaniya canal (cf. figure 4.2). Besides having administrative
functions these towns play an important part economically and commercially.
Nexttotheoldcityquarter (photograph 3.2) a more modern part was found.
The centre of the old quarter is the 'bazar' (market), where many small shopkeepers and artisans carry on their trades. Nowadays the bazar no longer lies
in the middle of the centre, which is due to the vast extension of these towns.
Adjacent to the old Turkish two-floor houses inthe old quarter, a great number
x
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ofsmallhousesisfound innarrow streets,wheremany tearooms, chop-houses
and old mosques givethe town a picturesque aspect. In the modern quarters
the shopping streets, the offices, the firms, the schools, the hospitals and the
residential quarter ofthewealthy Arabs and Europeans are situated. Beautiful
parks, cinemas and clubs stress the western appearance of these quarters. In
thecourseoftheyearstheimportant governmental,militaryandpolice officers
have established their offices here, while the less important governmental
officesresideintheoldquarters.Intheoutskirtsofthetownstherearenumerous
smallabodes lodgingthe labourers and part-time labourers. Most of the town
roadsaremetalled.Practicallyallstonehousesareprovidedwithrunningwater
and electricity.
The situation of the large settlements along the big feeders has of old been
based ontheirprimary functions:theimport offoodstuffs, other necessariesof
life and fancy goods for the townspeople, and the trading and export of the
agriculturalsurplusesfrom thehinterland.Therefore manytransportcompanies
and stores arelocated inthesetowns and tea-houses playanimportant part.
Theeconomy ofthelargesettlements isprincipallybased onthe agricultural
environment, whileindustrial activities stillplayaminorrole.
The towns of Hilla and Diwaniya are connected by an excellent metalled
road, which leads further to the north to the capital of thecountry, Baghdad.
A railway line connects these towns with Baghdad in the north and with the
port ofBasrainthesouth.Anintensivetraffic ofcars(mainlytaxis),trucksand
coaches is characteristic of these towns. High governmental officials, doctors,
landowners, lawyers, merchants and a large number of retail traders, shopkeepers,traders,artisans,clerksandlabourersaretheinhabitantsofthesetowns.
The farmers, most of whom do not livein these large settlements, regularly
come here to do their shopping and business, and givethese towns a touch of
excitement and activity.
The local market settlements
The market settlements (Hashemiya, Qasim, Madhatiya, Shjair, Al Bdair,
Ifaq, Daghghara and Shomeli) are found scattered over the area (cf. photograph 3.3). These localmarket settlements primilarily serveasmarkets for the
firstnecessaries of life of the farmers and as the places where the agricultural
produceisstoredandsold.Theyarealsothecollectingplaceswherethe farmers
meet.
Besidesasmall'bazar' mainlyfor thesaleoffoodstuffs, agovernment post,a
policestation, oneormorecountry schoolsand adispensary areusually found
inthesemarketplaces.Asmallnumberofartisansexcercisetheirtrades.
Inthemiddleofthesesettlementsthehousesareusuallybuilt ofstone,while
outside thecentrespart-timelabourersand farmers livein mudhuts.
Some of these market settlements are situated along the Hilla-Diwaniya
highway, while the others scattered over the country are connected by tracks,
whichduringthegreaterpart ofthewinter seasonareimpassablefor cars.Only
a few roads in themarket settlements aremetalled. Most of the market places
areprovided withdrinking-water but electricityislacking.
The villages of the tenants
Thetypicalhuman settlements ofthetenantsarethevillages(cf. photograph
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 62 (1), 1-99 (1962)
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